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Option 1: Weekly Classes in Zoom

Payments in the App

* Classes last an hour and a half.  

* * Classes are in English and Spanish.  

* * Every month themes requested by students are 
worked on, from technique, exercises and development 
of a choreography  

* * The student receives his access link to the class, and is 
admitted to the room, if he has his payments up to date.  

* * Only students who have paid for the monthly pack have 
deferred access to the class in the classes app for 3 
months.  

* * The classes after their transmission, are streaming, 
and available to students (registered) in the class app. 

*  * Classes remain online for 3 months. 

Once the plan has been chosen, students will be able to pay 
for classes with a credit card on the school's website: 
https: //oscarflores.kydemy.com/#/registration Or they will 
also be able to do so via PayPal (in this case, check the taxes 
that exist in your country)



Professional 
Training
Oscar Flores School's class program, 
endorsed by CID UNESCO, is the first 
official international program.



Teachers Training

The student receives in his application of classes, 10 
monthly recorded classes:  
+ Musicality  
+ Step-by-step technique  
+ Rhythms section: How to listen to them,  
                                   How to write them,  
                                   How to dance them: In dissociation 
                                                                        In dynamics  
                                                                        In style  
                                   How to play them with the Knot.  
+ History, biodance, dance and energy, dance theater, 
psychodance and psychodrama, etc ...  
+ Distribution and study of folklore in the Middle East, 
by geographical area.  
+ Choreographies  

Every 10 classes the student has a private online 
class with Oscar Flores, to solve the exercises and 
receive his feedback, set objectives and advance with 
the program in a personal and clear way.  
 
+ Includes weekly class in Training Zoom  
+ EXAM in month 12 TO GET TITLE (FREE OF 
CHARGE)

Programa de clases de Oscar Flores School, 
avalado por CID UNESCO, es el primer 
programa oficial internacional.



This is the great work and legacy of my life, in the application 
of classes you will find a way to always be connected to your 
classes. They have the web, where after registering, creating 
a username and password, they can access the classes from 
their computer and connect their SmartTV, the application 
can be downloaded from the Apple Store or Google play. 
Once the App is downloaded, they will access with the same 
username and password that they created on the web. They 
can use it on Smartphones and Tablets. The classes are 
dynamic, happy and easy to understand, in each class we will 
study a special topic, and we will develop it, there are times 
where I let the student practice, and experiment before 
continuing with the next step. The theoretical classes are 
wonderful, because they are audiovisual documents that 
allow you to understand, explore and travel with a kind of 
guided documentary in each one. All students start from the 
first class of the program, regardless of their previous 
experience, why? Because my program is different, it has 
been 25 years of mixing the best ingredients, techniques and 
steps to achieve the best of each one. My program begins 
with understanding the music, since all our lives we will 
dance to music and if we are not able to understand it we 
will not have choreographic independence. Then exploring 
movement, quality of movement will give me quality of dance 

steps and therefore choreographic quality. And everything is 
like that, each element in the program is not left to chance, 
it is part of a unique education system, where the personal 
and artistic evolution of the student is the main focus. If you 
choose the teacher, we will see each other every month in 
correction classes, and we will maintain a fluid and close 
communication, I will be your coach and mentor. 

You can register to enjoy a free version of the school here: 
https://oscarflores.kydemy.com/#/registration I hope you 
enjoy this beautiful experience! 

You can send me your questions to 
oscarfloresonline@gmail.com
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